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1. Introduction 
 Galloping rate of industrialization in recent decades has introduced a remarkable volume of 
wastewater to water bodies. Among different wastewater types, those consisting dyes have been 
considered serious threats to the environment for their irreparable effects. Dyes are organic compounds 
that are widely used in various industries as textile, paper, plastics, food, and tannery to name a few [1, 
2, 3]. In this regard, more than 40,000 types of dyes and pigments are used in different industrial units, 
and about 450,000 of their species are generated annually. The application and production of these 
synthetic materials cause enormous amount of water loss [4]. Even a low concentration of dyes in water 
bodies (less than 1 ppm) can decrease their quality through changing their color, blocking sunlight 
radiation, and decreasing gas solubility [5, 6]. High level of dye consumption causes the discharge of 
large volumes of dyeing wastewater into the water resources, and also gives rise to serious problems 
for human health such as high heart beat rate, vomiting, and skin diseases [7, 8, 9, 10]. Therefore, the 
removal of these hazardous and toxic compounds prior to their discharge into the environment seems 
vital as it has been considered one of the top priorities in recent years. Since conventional wastewater 
treatment technologies are proven to be nearly ineffective for dye removal, novel treatment methods 
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in general and modern adsorption technologies as application of graphene-based adsorbents in 
particular have drawn great attention recently.  Further development of such approaches is commonly 
encouraged for their higher removal efficiency, lower cost, and insensitivity to toxic substances [11].  
 Graphene is basically a two-dimensional layer of hexagonally (honeycomb) arranged carbon atoms 
which has been of great interest recently in both experimental and theoretical research thanks to its 
remarkable electrical-mechanical properties like high specific surface area [12, 13, 14]. As for its 
application in environmental engineering, the large delocalized π-electron system of graphene can 
allow having strong π-π interactions with the aromatic rings in most dyes. Thus, the advent of this one-
atom-thick compound has suggested exciting opportunities for developing the next generation of 
adsorbents, since its discovery in 2004 [15, 16]. Despite their significant adsorption capacity, graphene-
based adsorbents still have their drawbacks; the most important of which is the constraint associated 
with their separation from the solution after the process. This implies the necessity for certain 
modifications through which such constraints are at least partly alleviated.  
 In the past few years, application of nanotechnology in general and magnetic nanocomposites in 
particular for separation purposes has been of huge interest for their unusual structure, rapid separation, 
low cost, non-toxicity, and environmental benignity, among other specifications [17, 18, 19, 20, 21]. 
Nanocomposites are mostly composed of magnetic particles like iron, nickel, and cobalt along with 
their oxides [22]. Since introduction of magnetic properties into a graphene-based adsorbent like 
reduced graphene oxide (RGO) can offer a practical approach to overcome its separation difficulties 
from aqueous solutions, coating it with a magnetic composite was suggested as an innovative 
modification in this work.  
 Basic red 46 (BR46), a synthetic dye, is mainly used for dyeing polyacryolnitrate fiber and modified 
polyester in the industry. Its wide industrial application, mutagenicity, and carcinogenicity in human 
being motivated its usage in this study [5]. 
 Taking all the aforementioned aspects into account, prospects of RGO/Fe3O4 nanocomposites for 
removal of BR46 from an aqueous solution was investigated in this research work. The nanocomposites 
were synthesized through a facile one-pot simplified precipitation method as described in the following 
sections. 
 Different statistical approaches could be followed in order to acquire the optimum operational 
conditions. The conventional optimization method, which is based on changing one factor while 
keeping the other factors constant (OFAT), is a time-consuming approach. Moreover, this method does 
not take the interactions between factors into account. Thus, it is necessary to choose a more efficient 
approach. The response surface methodology (RSM) is considered as one of the most accurate 
statistical techniques which could be used to optimize the performance of adsorption processes with 
minimal experimental effort [23, 24, 25, 26]. That said, the effect of different parameters was 
investigated by the RSM in this research. 

2. Methodology 
2.1 Chemicals and instruments  
 Graphene oxide was purchased from Nanosany Corporation (Mashhad, Iran). Chemicals including 
FeCl2.4H2O, FeCl3.6H2O, NaOH, NaBH4, H2SO4, and ethanol were purchased from Merck (Germany). 
The stock solution (100 mg/L) of BR46 was prepared by dissolving 100 mg of BR46 in 1000 mL of 
distilled water. All the solutions were prepared by diluting the stock solution with distilled water, and 
fresh dilutions were used for all experiments. The pH of the working solutions was adjusted by adding 
appropriate volumes of dilute H2SO4 or NaOH solutions.  
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 The concentration of dye solutions was measured using a UV-visible spectrophotometer (DR4000, 
Hach, Germany). The X-ray diffraction (XRD) pattern of the prepared nanocomposite samples was 
collected on a X’pert MPD X-ray diffractometer (Philips, Netherlands) setup once CuKα (λ=1.54056 
Å) radiation was scanned with 0.02 ̊/s of speed, 40 kV of voltage, and 30 mA of current. The field 
emission scanning electron microscopy (Fe-SEM) images were taken on a Mira 3-XMU (Tescan, 
Czech Republic) setup, and the Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) spectra were recorded 
on a Frontier FT-NIR/MIR (PerkinElmer, USA) Spectrometer. Moreover, the magnetic properties of 
the synthesized nanoparticles were analyzed using a vibrating sample magnetometer (DXV-100, 
Dexin, China) at the room temperature (T =25±1°C). 

2.2 Synthesis of RGO/Fe3O4 magnetic nanocomposite 
RGO/Fe3O4 magnetic nanocomposites were synthesized by a one-pot simplified co-precipitation 

method wherein the formation of superparamagnetic Fe3O4 nanoparticles and reduction of GO were 
carried out simultaneously. First, 50 mg of GO was added to 150 mL of deionized water and subjected 
to an ultrasonic dispersion (Q700 Sonicator, Qsonica, USA) for two hours. Secondly, 176 mg of 
FeCl3.6H2O and 130 mg of FeCl2.4H2O ([Fe3+]/[Fe2+]=1) were dissolved in 50 mL of deionized water 
and then added to the GO solution. The NaOH solution was gradually added dropwise to the solution 
until the pH was equal to 10. The solution was then heated to 80˚C and stirred for two hours. Once the 
mixture was well-dispersed, the solution consisting 300 mg of NaBH4 in 50 mL of distilled water was 
added slowly as the solution was stirred. Eventually, this process was continued for one hour at 80˚C. 
The final product (RGO/Fe3O4 magnetic nanocomposite) was separated by magnet, washed with 
distilled water and ethanol for several times, and then dried at 60˚C. 

2.3 Adsorption experiments 
 Experiments were conducted in a custom-built plexiglass batch reactor capable of holding 25 mL 
of dye solution at the room temperature (T=25±1°C), which was placed on a platform shaker (New 
Brunswick Innova 40 series, Eppendorf, Germany) working at 200 rpm of mixing rate. The 
concentration of dye was determined by the spectrophotometer at 531 nm (λmax) of wavelength. The 
dye removal percentage and the amount of dye removal per adsorbent weight were respectively 
calculated by Eqn. 1-2. 

𝑅 = (𝐶! − 𝐶")/𝐶! × 100 Eqn. 1 

𝑞" = (𝐶! − 𝐶")𝑉/𝑊 Eqn. 2 

 where C0 (mg/L) represents the initial dye concentration, Ce (mg/L) is the dye equilibrium 
concentration, V (L) is the volume of the solution, and W (g) is the weight of the adsorbent (RGO/Fe3O4 
magnetic nanocomposite). The adsorbent was removed from the solution by an external magnet after 
each experiment as shown in Figure 1.  

 
Figure 1. Illustration of BR46 removal by synthesized RGO/Fe3O4 nanocomposites and their 

separation from the solution by magnet. 
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2.4 Central Composite Design optimization 
 Response surface methodology in general and central composite design experimental design in 
particular were followed to acquire an optimal operational condition and determine the relationships 
between different input variables including adsorbent dosage, dye concentration, and solution pH. The 
Design Expert (Version: 7.0.0) statistical software was used in this study and the ranges and levels of 
input variables were as shown in Table 1. Also, Table 2 provides a central composite design matrix 
with dye removal percentage as the response value once having 2n factorial points (n is the number of 
variables), 2n axial points, and 6 central points. 
 

Table 1. Real values and coded levels of independent variables. 

Factors Coded levels 
 -2 -1 0 1 2 

dose (mg/L)4 O3RGO/ Fe 0.32 0.4 0.48 0.56 0.64 

BR46 conc. (ppm) 10 20 30 40 50 

pH 6 7 8 9 10 

Table 2. Suggested CCD matrix and acquired values for BR46 removal (%). 

Trial 
no 

Variables in real values BR46 removal 
(%) 25 (adsorbent dose) (mg/1 X

mL) 
(Initial BR46 Conc.) (ppb) 2X (pH)3 X 

1 10 40 9 78.49 

2 12 30 8 97.69 

3 12 30 6 97.78 

4 8 30 8 78.11 

5 12 10 8 100 

6 12 30 8 97.09 

7 14 20 9 100 

8 12 30 8 97.66 

9 12 50 8 72.30 

10 16 30 8 98.36 

11 12 30 8 98.14 

12 12 30 8 93.59 

13 10 20 7 98.40 

14 14 20 7 100 

15 10 40 7 77.79 

16 10 20 9 98.95 

17 14 40 7 92.49 

18 12 30 10 95,69 

19 12 30 8 94.36 

20 14 40 9 84.32 
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 In this regard and considering the defined number of variables and ranges, 20 experiments with 
different conditions were suggested by the software. Also, based on the analysis of variance (ANOVA), 
a second-order quadratic polynomial model (Eqn. 3) was proposed to predict the BR46 removal% and 
estimate the coefficients by correlating the interactions between the process variables and responses. 

Y(%) = 	β! +)β"

#

"$%

X& +))β"&X"X& +)β""X"'
#

"$%

#

&$%

#

"$%

 
Eqn. 3 

 where Y is the predicted response (removal percentage), Xi is the value for independent variables, 
and β0 is the constant. Moreover, βi, βii, and βij respectively stand for the linear, quadratic, and 
interaction coefficients. 

3. Results and Discussion 
3.1 Characterization of RGO/Fe3O4 nanocomposites 

The Fe-SEM image of synthesized nanocomposites was as illustrated in Figure 2. As seen in, the 
Fe3O4 nanoparticles with an approximate size of 20 nm were well-distributed on the surface of RGO 
layers. 

 
Figure 2. Fe-SEM image of synthesized RGO/Fe3O4 nanocomposites. 

The XRD analysis was also exploited to investigate the phase and structure of RGO/Fe3O4 
nanocomposites. As seen in Figure 3, the XRD pattern of synthesized nanocomposites showed six 
diffraction lines at 2Ө=35.2˚, 2Ө=41.53˚, 2Ө=50.7˚, 2Ө=63.28˚, 2Ө=67.75˚, and 2Ө=74.52˚ which 
were very similar to those of Fe3O4 nanoparticles. The absence of diffraction lines representative of 
GO and broad peaks, respectively located at 2Ө=11.94˚ and 2Ө=21˚, confirmed the formation of 
reduced graphene and prevention of reduced graphene oxide sheets from sticking together.  

 
Figure 3. XRD pattern of synthesized RGO/Fe3O4 nanocomposites. 
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The FT-IR spectra was used to characterize the formation of both graphene oxide and RGO/Fe3O4 
powders and the results were as shown in Figure 4. As for the GO, the spectrum showed the 
characteristic peaks of O−H (νO−H at 3177), C=C (νC=C at 1621), C−O (νC−O at 1049), and C=O (νC=O at 
1733.51). With regards to the FT-IR spectrum for RGO/Fe3O4 powder, there was a significant reduction 
in the characteristic absorption band intensities of νO−H, νC−O, and νC=O (oxygen functionalities bands). 
Furthermore, the formation of a characteristic peak at 568 cm-1 (C−Fe) was demonstrated. 

 
 nanocomposites. 4O3IR spectra of; (a) GO and (b) synthesized RGO/Fe-FT. Figure 4 

Considering the importance of magnetic properties in nanocomposites for their easy separation 
under the influence of magnetic field, the magnetic intensity of synthesized RGO/Fe3O4 
nanocomposites was analyzed by the VSM at the room temperature (T=25 °C). Figure 5 shows the 
magnetization of synthesized nanocomposites as a function of applied magnetic field. As seen, a 
saturation magnetization intensity of 22.6 emu.g-1 was acquired, which is sufficient for magnetic 
separation using an external magnet field. 

 
Figure 5. Magnetization curve of synthesized RGO/Fe3O4 nanocomposites. 

3.2 Central Composite Design results 
Eqn. 4 shows a second-order polynomial expression attained from the analysis of variance at 

95% of confidence level (p<0.05): 
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Y(%) 	= 	96.32	 + 	3.98X%	– 	7.48X'– 	0.69X# 	
− 2.1X%'	– 	2.62X'' 	+ 	0.25X#' 	
+ 	2.23X%X'	– 	1.18X%X# 	− 1X'X# 

Eqn. 4 

where Y, X1, X2, and X3 respectively represent dye removal (%), RGO/Fe3O4 nanocomposite 
dose (mg/25 mL), initial dye concentration (mg/L), and pH value. 

The ANOVA was also used to evaluate the model’s significance and adequacy respectively 
through the F-value and p-value which were obtained by analyzing the experimental data listed in 
Table 3 [27]. A very high F-value (Fmodel=30.78) and a very low probability value (Pmodel=<0.0001) 
indicated that the acquired model was highly significant and adequate. The accuracy of the polynomial 
model was also appraised by the coefficient of determination (R2=0.9652) as a criterion of deviation 
around the mean. Moreover, the rather large value of the adjusted determination coefficient 
(R2=0.9338) indicated a good agreement between the experimental and predicted data. 

The corresponding p-value of each term could be considered as a criterion which reflects its 
significance. Specifically, the removal efficiencies of BR46 were significantly affected by the linear 
effects of nanocomposite dose (X1), dye concentration (X2), their interactive term (X1X2), and quadratic 
terms (X#$ and X$$) with p-values of respectively equal to 0.0001, 0.0207, 0.001, and 0.0002. The linear 
term of pH (X3), its quadratic term (X%$), and the other interactive terms between the parameters were 
found to have insignificant effects on the response. The plot depicting the predicted versus observed 
responses (Figure 6) indicated a good agreement between the acquired and anticipated values. This 
verified the reliability of the employed model.  

 
Figure 6. Experimentally acquired versus predicted values of BR46 removal. 

Moreover, the contour plots in Figure 7 represented a more detailed illustration for the effects of 
parameters including adsorbent dose, initial dye concentration, pH, and their interactions on BR46 
removal. Indeed, Figures 7a-c are the graphical representations of Eqn. 4. As shown in Figure 7a, 
BR46 removal was enhanced with an increase in nanocomposite and diminished with an increase in 
initial dye concentrations. This can be described by the limited adsorption capacity of synthesized 
nanoparticles and their likely saturation once having high adsorbate to adsorbent ratios. These 
observations were also in accordance with the results shown in Figure 7b and Figure 7c. pH is one of 
the main factors that can affect the performance of most adsorbents. The reason for choosing the studied 
pH range of 6 to 10 is that this has been already observed by other authors and also in this work that 
adsorption efficiency is lower in acidic media [28, 29]. In fact, an increase in pH leads to a rise in the 
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number of negative charges on nanocomposites surface and, in turn, boosts the electrostatic forces 
between the adsorbent and the adsorbate. However, as seen in Figure 7b and Figure 7c, BR46 removal 
did not significantly change when pH was increased from 6 to 10. This can be explained by the partly 
neutralized positive charges of dye molecules which could be caused by the formation of some bonds 
between hydroxide ions and their nitrogen atoms [30].   

 
Figure 7. Contour plots for BR46 removal (%); (a) X1 ([RGO/Fe3O4]) vs. X2 ([BR46]) in fixed X3 (pH), (b) X1 

([RGO/Fe3O4]) vs. X3 (pH) in fixed X2 ([BR46]), and (c) X2 ([BR46]) and X3 (pH) in fixed X1 ([RGO/Fe3O4]). 

At its optimum condition ([RGO/Fe3O4]optimum=0.46 g/L, [BR46]optimum=33 mg/L, pHoptimum=7.7), 
90.50% of BR46 removal was experimentally obtained after 120 minutes (adsorption equilibrium time) 
from the aqueous solution by the suggested system.  The software also predicted 92.51% of BR46 
removal at this very same condition and after similar time. As for the possible changes in solution pH 
during the process, not a significant shift was observed and a final pH value of 7.8 was acquired after 
120 minutes.  

3.3 Regeneration 
The regeneration capability of any adsorbent plays an important role in expanding its industrial 

application. In other words, not only should an adsorbent have a high absorption capacity, but its total 
cost should also be low thanks to its desorption and regeneration potential. As already mentioned, 
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nanocomposites were separated by a magnetic field and then washed by ethanol to be regenerated and 
reused in this research. The adsorption capacity of synthesized nanocomposites for first five 
adsorption-desorption cycles were as shown in Figure 8. As seen, even after 4 cycles of regeneration, 
more than 80% percent of initial dye removal capacity at the optimum condition (90.50%) was 
achievable. Such observations highlight the regeneration capacity and industrial application prospects 
of synthesized adsorbents. 

 
Figure 8. Ratio of BR46 removal (%) to initial efficiency in different cycle numbers. 

3.4 Kinetic analysis 
It is of great significance to study the adsorption mechanisms mainly by which the adsorption 

and desorption rates are controlled. That said, the rate of dye adsorption by synthesized RGO/Fe3O4 

nanocomposites was studied as the kinetics were analyzed using the pseudo-first-order and pseudo-
second-order kinetic models [31, 32]. The pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order kinetic 
equations were as respectively described in Eqns. 5-6:  

𝑙𝑛(𝑞" − 𝑞&) = 𝑙𝑛 𝑞" − 𝑘#𝑡 Eqn. 5 

𝑡 𝑞&⁄ = 1 𝑘$𝑞"$⁄ + 1 𝑞"⁄  Eqn. 6 

where k1 (1/min) and k2 (g/mg.min) respectively represent the equilibrium rate constants of 
pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order equations. Also, qt and qe represent the amounts of 
adsorbed dye respectively at the time t (min) and in the equilibrium state. Table 4 represents the results 
for fitting the data to pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order kinetic models.. 

 

Table 4. Acquired values for decisive parameters of pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order models. 

Models Parameters Values 

Pseudo-first-order model (1/min) 1k 0.0503 

qe (mg/g) 41.32 

R2 0.9735 

Pseudo-second-order 
model 

k2 (g/mg.min) 0.0020 

qe (mg/g) 68.96 

R2 0.9999 
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In this regard, and as for the pseudo second-order model, a meaningful linear relationship between t/qt 
and t was obtained once having a correlation coefficient of 0.9999. This implies the appropriateness 
and applicability of the pseudo second-order model to describe the adsorption process. The values of 
qe and k2 were respectively equal to 68.96 and 0.002 in this model 

3.5 Adsorption isotherms 
In order to better understand the interactions between the adsorbent and adsorbate, different 

adsorption isotherms were studied. In this respect, equilibrium data were analyzed using a number of 
widely used isotherms including Langmuir, Freundlich, Temkin, and Dubinin-Radushkevich [33, 34, 
35, 36]. The Langmuir isotherm suggests a quantitative description of a layer formation adsorbed on 
the outer surface of an adsorbent when further adsorption is not taking place. This isotherm is valid for 
a monolayer adsorption on a surface with certain number of identical positions. Mathematical 
description of this isotherm is as presented in Eqn. 7: 

𝐶" 𝑞"⁄ = 𝐶" 𝑞'()⁄ + 1 𝑞'()𝑎*⁄  Eqn. 7 

where Ce (mg/L) is the equilibrium concentration of the dye in the solution, qe and qmax (mg/g) 
are the conventional and maximum adsorption capacities, and aL is the Langmuir constant. The 
important feature of the Langmuir isotherm can be expressed by a dimensionless constant known as 
the separation factor which is defined as shown in Eqn. 8: 

𝑅* = 1 (1 + 𝑎*𝐶!)⁄  Eqn. 8 

where C0 (mg/L) is the initial dye concentration. An RL value within the range 0< RL<1 would 
indicate the favorability of adsorption in this work.  

The Freundlich isotherm is applicable for heterogeneous energy levels and can be used for 
multilayer adsorption processes. This isotherm is mathematically defined as described in Eqn. 9: 

𝑙𝑛 𝑞" = (1 𝑛⁄ ) 𝑙𝑛 𝐶" + 𝑙𝑛𝐾+ Eqn. 9 

where KF and 1/n are respectively the Freundlich constant and heterogeneity factor. While an n 
value equal to 1 represents a linear adsorption, a value within the range 0<n<1 implies a slow process. 
On the other hand, if n>1, adsorption is favorable.  

According to the Temkin isotherm, the adsorption energy is a linear function of the surface 
coverage. This isotherm is modeled as described in Eqn. 10: 

𝑞" = 	𝐵 𝑙𝑛 𝐾, + 𝐵 𝑙𝑛 𝐶" 

𝐵 = (𝑅𝑇)/𝑏 

Eqn. 10 

where KT (L/mg) is the Temkin isotherm constant, R (8.314 J/mol.K) is the universal gas 
constant, T (K) is the absolute temperature, and b is the energy constant. 

The values of all parameters in aforementioned equations for different isotherms were obtained 
from the slopes and intercepts of the linear plots including Ce/qe versus Ce, ln qe versus ln Ce, and ln qe 
versus [RT ln(1+1/Ce)]2. The results were as listed in Table 5. According to the drawn results, BR46 
adsorption on synthesized RGO/Fe3O4 nanocomposites is best described by the Langmuir isotherm. In 
other words, formation of a dye monolayer on outer surface of nanocomposites is the most likely 
mechanism responsible for BR46 removal from the aqueous solution in this work. 
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Table 5. Acquired values for decisive parameters of different isotherms. 

Models Parameters Values 

Langmuir (L/mg) La 2.053 

qmax (mg/g) 63.93 

R2 0.9987 

Freundlich KF (L/mg) 40.73 

1/n 0.17 

R2 0.9829 

Temkin KT (L/mg) 1194 

 B (kJ/mol) 6.3 

 R2 0.9558 

Dubinin-Radushkevich qd (mg/g) 54.33 

 BD 9-9×10 

 R2 0.8453 

4 Conclusion 

In this research, synthesis and application of an efficient and novel adsorbent, namely 
RGO/Fe3O4 nanocomposite, was evaluated in removal of BR46 dye contaminant from an aqueous 
solution. In fact, the combination of magnetic properties with those of graphene-based materials, 
provided an effective adsorption platform which was not only proven to have significant dye removal 
potential, but easily regeneratable through separation with a magnetic field and being washed by 
ethanol. The effects of various factors on adsorption process were optimized by the central composite 
design, and at their optimum values ([RGO/Fe3O4]optimum=0.46 g/L, [BR46]optimum=33 mg/L, 
pHoptimum=7.7), 90.50% of BR46 removal was experimentally acquired after 120 minutes from the 
aqueous solution. Interestingly, more than 80% of initial BR46 removal efficiency (90.50%) of 
synthesized nanocomposites was still obtainable even after 4 regeneration cycles thanks to their 
reusability advantages. The adsorption process was best described by the pseudo second-order model 
and the equilibrium data were best fitted into the Langmuir adsorption isotherm. 
 Aforementioned aspects of synthesized nanocomposites certainly highlight their future 
prospects for vast industrial applications, specially due to their regeneration capacity.    
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